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Fig. 1. Typical gas chromatogram of alditol acetate amino sugar derivatised total hydrolysable 

soil amino sugars. IS – myo-inositol internal standard and * - alditol acetate derivative of 

glucose confirmed using GC-MS.  

 

  



Fig. 2. δ15N values of individual amino sugars over the course of a 32-day incubation 

experiment following addition of (a) 15NH4
+ and (b) 15NO3

-. Error bars are ± SE (n=3). ○ 

indicates δ15N values for MurN, ● is GlcN and ■ is GalN.  

 

 

 

  



Fig. 3. Percentage of applied 15NH4
+ (a) and 15NO3

- (b) incorporated into the total hydrolysable 

amino sugar bacterial and fungal pools. The bacterial pool (●) is a summation of applied 15N 

incorporated into GlcNB and MurN whilst fungal pool (○) is GlcNF. Error bars are ± SE (n=3). 

 

  



Fig. 4. Percentage of applied 15NH4
+ (a) and 15NO3

- (b) incorporated into the individual 

bacterial amino sugar pools of GlcNB (●) and MurN (○).Error bars are ± SE (n=3).  

 

  



Fig. 5. Experimentally derived biosynthetic map using determined initial incorporation and 

fluxes of 15N from (a) 15NH4
+ and (b) 15NO3

- incubation experiments. The lines indicates 

biochemical connectivity of the substrates based on known metabolic pathways (Kottom et al., 

2017; Leloir and Cardini, 1953). Box area is proportion to moles of N in individual amino sugar 

(AS) pool; vertical distance from base of substrate box is proportional to the reciprocal of the 

initial rate of incorporation (k0) and line width is proportional to the plateau % incorporation 

of 15N into that AS (Pl). Note the GalN line is dashed as it was not possible to determine initial 

rate of incorporation for this AS.  

 

  



Fig. 6. Percentage of applied 15NH4
+ (a) and 15NO3

- (b) incorporated into the total hydrolysable 

amino acid (AA) and amino sugar (AS) bacterial and fungal pools. Calculations for THAA are 

summations of the percentage of applied 15N incorporated into each AA (Charteris et al., 2016). 

The bacterial pool is a summation of applied 15N incorporated into GlcNB and MurN whilst 

fungal pool is GlcNF. Error bars are ± SE (n=3).  

 

 

 


